9. HARRY BELL and his LIONS
10. FRANCES DUNCAN
11. THE CUBAN BOYS
12. DOUGLAS KOSSMAYER presents his ANDALUSIAN DANCING HORSES in "SPANISH FIESTA"
12a. SCIPLINI and his CHIMPANZEES
14. THE 5 AMANDIS
15. WENZEL & DOUGLAS KOSSMAYER present a LIBERTY POT POURRI: MAXIMUM & MINIMUM, TRAFFIC LIGHT HORSES, SIX BLACK STALLIONS, SIX WHITE STALLIONS
16. CHARLIE CAIROLI and Company In Trouble Again.
17. WATER FINALE with THE 2 BERTY BORREST

Interludes by CIRCUS ETTES, LITTLE JIMMY and JIMMY SCOTT
Stockings by Kayser Bondor.

BY KATHLEEN WILLIAMS

D REGULATIONS:
and entrances other than those used for queue waiting-rooms, and the doors of such
are closed or to any other obstruction.
Intersecting gangways. If standing is permitted at the rear of the standing, sufficient
In this Circus is Strictly Forbidden.

unsuitable, unless previous notice of any item of the programme.